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PEER PROFILE
You may not always see her, but you know she is there. Henry
David Thoreau wrote, “The finest workers in stone are not copper
or steel tools, but the gentle touches of air and water working at
their leisure with a liberal allowance of time.” If our community
is the stone then Elizabeth Ruhl is the water that flows beneath
our roots and gently nourishes the foundations of who we are.
Her experience and intellect are keystones of both the History
Department and the Counseling Office. Whether she is teaching
young minds to question the behavioral efficacy of a Skinner box,
the moral implications of Stanford’s Prisoner/Guard experiments;
or illuminating students through the works of Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Betty Friedan, she is always challenging our
community to ask the hard questions. Something I know she
spends a lot of time doing in her office as well.
Most of what Elizabeth Ruhl does cannot be quantified or written
about, because like water it exists to bring life, to heal, to flow.
She has spent thirty years listening to us. Like her, these things
are not in the spotlight, but we know we need them to grow.
She is always available to the students and us (her colleagues) as
a compass to navigate the stormy and unpredictable seas of the
adolescent psyche. The ‘allowance of time’ does not help us to
see the silent affect she has on all the wrestling souls that pass
through South Byfield, but my guess is the stones here and those
long gone still bear the shape of her still waters.

YEARS AT THE ACADEMY:
30

EDUCATION:
B.A in Psychology, Gordon College (1978)
M.Ed. in Counseling Psychology,
Northeastern University (1979)
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
in Counseling and Applied Psychology,
Northeastern University (2008)
Licensed Mental Health CounselorMassachusetts

RESPONSIBILITIES/DUTIES
Director of Counseling; Instructor in

Advanced Placement Psychology;
Supervisor of the Peer Advisor Program;
Advisor to 9 advisees; Member of Student
Concerns Committee; Member of
Diversity Steering Committee

ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS:

FAVORITE BOOKS:

Teaching, Counseling, Friends and Family

Crime and Punishment, Fyodor
Dostoyevsky; Revolution From Within,
Gloria Steinem; The Portable Dorothy
Parker, Dorothy Parker; Three, Lillian
Hellman; The Turning Point, Klaus Mann

GREATEST SATISFACTION:

FAVORITE MUSIC:
Alternative Rock (Pretenders to Arcade Fire)
Classical music, of course.

Reading, the beach (preferably combined
with the previous), long walks

PASSIONS:

Having a student allow me the honor,
privilege, and trust required to take the
journey of growth and self-discovery.
Working with colleagues who truly care
about the education and well-being of
young people.

